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Tricks don’t have to be difficult to do in order to impress people.
For the most part moves are hidden ways to achieve your
result – so your audience doesn’t even see them! Often the
concentration on getting those finger-flicking fancies is making
you unable to also present something that gives a good story,
or a funny presentation, to entertain as well as amaze.

Opinions expressed may not always
reflect those of the Editorial team,
The Young Magicians Club team or
The Magic Circle Council.
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So take a look at the tricks on offer here. Look at their simple
lines and effective results. Think about how you can give a story
to make people laugh or how you can mystify with scientific
theories – even if they are made up by you! There are many
ways to present a trick – think of people who do it well. Go to
You Tube and, instead of seeking ‘how it’s done’ videos, look
for performances that are strong. Google names such as John
Archer, Stephen Bargatze, Eugene Burger, Oz Perlman, Piff the
Magic Dragon – all great magicians with very different styles.
See how they take sometimes simple tricks and make them
amazing just by their words.

For YMC information, workshops etc
contact info@youngmagiciansclub.com

All competitions, articles and letters should
be sent to the address above or e-mailed
to: mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk

I am always reminded of award-winning magician, Romany,
who won top awards in this country and in the USA. Her act
consisted of classics such as Linking Rings and Hindu Thread
but the one that people remembered most was her own
wonderful presentation of what was just a simple coin effect
found in any beginner’s or children’s book of magic!
So get back to the simple things – they are strong and work
well but the rest is down to you!
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T

his issue of Secrets
magazine is full of
tricks.
I can imagine how
excited you are, yet
some of you will read the pages
and toss the magazine aside
thinking that these offerings,
from some great magical
minds, are far too easy for your
skill set.
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was recently asked to find
three non-magician judges
for my local society’s stage
competition.
I invited
three members of my local
performing arts society.
They would have an appreciation of performance skills
without being caught up by prior knowledge of magic.
Their comments to me have been quite eye-opening and
there are lessons for all of us to learn!
The judges did not know how most of the tricks were done,
and I did not ask them to work them out, but inevitably that
became part of their analysis and some theories were spot
on. (I did not either deny or confirm their theories, which
they happily accepted and understood!) “He should not turn
away from the audience. I don’t know if he was or wasn’t
but, when he turned away, it looked like he was grabbing
something from his jacket.” (He was!) “She fumbled with
the knots and although I don’t know what she was doing,
she was clearly doing something suspicious!” Sometimes
we think the audience don’t notice – but often they do!
One of my regular criticisms is that some magicians make
their tricks “too impossible”. This sometimes means the
spectator comes up with a wrong theory, which we would
consider “cheating”, (isn’t all magic cheating?) such as
using stooges. More likely, though, it means they come
up with the actual correct solution using the Sherlock
Holmes mantra “When you have eliminated the impossible
whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth”
(first stated in “The Sign of Four” 1890, Chapter 6).
Television magic can be guilty of this. By using cutaways
showing audience reaction, at the moment the magician
is doing the sneaky move, camera positioning (although
everyone present saw what happened, the TV audience
cannot) or post-production (digital removal of wires) the
resulting outcome becomes too impossible.
Sometimes, even live a trick can be so impossible that
it gives away the secret. One of the performers in the
competition did a variation of “Tossed Out Deck” where
six members of the audience stood and the mind-reader
stated three cards, and three names that the spectators
had merely thought of. One of the lay judges did not like
it at all, stating to me that “Either he had stooges prepared
with the names or, somehow, all six saw the same three
cards.” So he felt let down with a mind-reader using
stooges (he could do anything if that is the case) or he
had correctly worked out the method. The addition of the
extra impossible revelation, then, has actually spoiled the
mystery!
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J-DAY 2015
WHAT A LINE UP!

It’s that time of year again! The one day Junior
Convention, known as J-Day, is happening
on Sunday 25th October. There will be some
top names appearing, giving lectures and
performing just for you – plus the finals of YMC’s
Close Up and Stage competitions.
This year will feature an interview with The
Magic Circle, and YMC, President Scott Penrose
who will also be performing illusions in the gala
show. The morning lecturette will be from YMC
workshop favourite Dave Loosley. Our star
lecturer in the afternoon Andi Gladwin, one of
the former cover stars of Secrets magazine and
past YMC member, who will also be appearing
in the gala show. Ben Hart from BBC’s “Killer
Magic”, recent star of “Impossible” and another
past YMC member will compere the show.
Also featured in the gala show is supreme
ventriloquist, Steve Hewlett.
Finally, you will be amazed to learn that we
are to have a unique YMC appearance - the
“Britain’s Got Talent” real winner: Jamie Raven!

So be sure to check the website and emails
to find out about tickets.
page 3 •		editorial • mandy’s magic words
page 4 •		kevin’s corner
page 5		• news
page 6		• trick • chris wardle
page 8		• words • eugene burger
page 10		• trick • jack delvin
page 11		• member profile • ben drew
page 12		• trick • diamond jim tyler
page 14		• trick • chris wardle
page 16		• trick • jack delvin
page 18		• reviews • tricks, books & dvds
page 20 • trick • ian adair
page 21		• puzzle pizza • puzzle, humour & solutions

Kevin Doig MIMC

Chairman
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Breaking news from
Marvin’s Magic!

Marvin Berglas, founder
of Marvin’s Magic, is
thrilled to announce: “We
are extremely happy to
have received the Gold
Medal in the electronic
toys category of the
Independent Toy Awards
2015. Over the last thirty
years Marvin’s Magic
has consistently inspired
the next generation of
magicians through our
products . Marvin’s Magic are proud to have created something
so new and impactful with our Marvin’s iMagic. This gold
medal is the result of a lot of very hard work in developing a
completely unique and high quality product.”
Marvin’s iMagic combines a series of timeless magical
props with the unique Marvin’s iMagic application to unveil
incredible, interactive, secret, smart magic for smart devices.
The mixture of traditional magic and digital fun is perfect for
today’s budding magicians who enjoy playing on tablets and
smart phones.
The Marvin’s iMagic range brings classic magic into a new
era with a series of unique effects and tricks, including; magic
X-ray machines that reveal hidden items; dancing lights that
flit in and out of smart phones; applications on a digital screen
that, once shaken, will physically appear in the magician’s
hand plus unbelievable interactive card tricks and effects.
All tricks are supported by simple, visual, step-by-step
instructions and include the all-important hidden secrets for
budding magicians to enjoy – allowing them to create amazing
magic, anytime, anywhere. The future of magic is here!
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For those who enjoy the tricks supplied
by Jack Delvin, in this issue, why not
download his E- Book - ‘ The Real Secrets
of Magic ’ ?
This mar vellous life’s work by the past
President of YMC and The Magic Circle
contains OVER 100 TRICKS and is
available for £20.00 via Paypal:
magic@jackdelvin.co.uk
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TRICK
Four Coin Conundrum
by CHRIS WARDLE, M.I.M.C

T

he performer shows
four coins in a row
on his/her palm or
resting in a line on
a table. They are a
2p, 5p, 10p and 20p.
The performer uses just an index
finger to point to each coin in turn
until a spectator calls stop.

by Chris Wardle
For example, they stop on the 2p coin. The performer now opens their hand,
which has been pointing to the coins all along. Inside the performer’s fist is
one coin and one coin only – it is a 2p, a perfect match!

Y

ou will need the four
coins described, plus
another 2p coin. Using
a
silver
permanent
pen, the type you see
at Christmas time for
writing greetings cards or can be found
in art and craft shops, colour over the
‘Heads’ side of the 2p coin. It may need

more than one ‘coat’ until it looks right. It
now looks on the ‘HEADS’ side like a 10p
coin, when turned to the ‘TAILS’ side, it is
a 2p again! (Remember you are marking
this simply for entertainment and for your
own personal use only. 2p and 10p coins
are slightly different sizes, but this cannot
be spotted from a very small distance.)
You also need to draw a black cross with
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a permanent marker pen, such as a
‘Sharpie’ pen on the back of the 20p
coin. Keep the ‘special’ 2p coin hidden
in your hand, with your index finger
extended to use as a pointer.
If the spectator stops on the 2p or 10p,
then open your hand as described,
showing the appropriate side of the
coin. Either keep your hand palm down
and turn your hand as you open it, or
turn your hand palm up and then open
it, so that you can show one side or the
other. If they stop on the 20p coin, then
ask them to turn all of the four coins
over and they will find the cross on the
back of the 20p! (Don’t show the coin in
your palm in this case.) If they call stop
on the 5p, then use your index finger to
push it to one side and have then call
stop again, pushing the next coin aside,
then do this one more time, so that it
becomes a fair elimination procedure,
so that one of your ‘predicted’ coins,
the 2p, 10p or 20p have to be the coin
which is left at the end!

NOTE:
You can purchase ‘special’ copper/silver
coins in magic shops which show more
than one coin, such as an old British
penny on one side and an American
half dollar on the other, which you
might like to invest in, rather than
make up your own ‘special’ coin.
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S

ome years ago, I contributed a series
of articles to Secrets magazine. These
were essays that I had previously
written — mostly for Genii
magazine — and were
selected
especially
for inclusion in Secrets. When
Mandy Davis recently asked
me if I would contribute some
additional essays, I decided
it might be more helpful if I
wrote a series just for this
magazine and its audience
of readers who are between
ten and eighteen years of age.
Quite an age range and quite
a challenge to speak to both
ends of this spectrum! But I love
challenges!

MIMC

everyone went home happy.
If we are to talk about timing you must have
something to time!
Please, read that last sentence
again.
If you give me a sentence
we
can
ask
some
fascinating
questions
about it. Is there, for
instance, a word in the
sentence that should
be punched out when
I speak it? Is there a
pause in the sentence?
Where is it? How long is
it? What is my face doing
during the pause? Am I
looking mysterious? Smiling?
Something else? Are my eyes open
or closed during the pause?

In the last issue, we looked at practice
and rehearsal. Let’s continue on with these
important subjects. This month, I want to speak
especially to those who are primarily speaking
performers. If I am a speaking performer, then the
words that I use when I present my magic are very
important.

These are fascinating — and important — questions.

Recently, while giving a talk at the Magic School in
Las Vegas, Larry Hass, the Associate Dean, made
the comment that we can’t even begin rehearsing
until we have a script, until we have words to
rehearse. I had never quite thought of it that way
but I immediately realized that Larry was correct.
If I am a speaking performer, rehearsal cannot
even begin unless I know what I am going to say.

Years ago, Max Maven wrote an article in which he
said that if he were to give one bit of advice to almost
all magicians, it would be to slow down.

Knowing when to pause, so that the pause
enhances the magic we are performing, is important.
Sometimes I think that magic happens during
the pauses, the silences — and not when we are
chattering away.

I

Slowing down can give your audiences the sense
that your magic is important, that it has value.
When we are constantly chattering, like American
television used car salesmen, I believe our audiences
get a very different sense of the importance of our
magic. I think our magic is devalued. When seeing
this kind of performer, I think audiences often think
that magic isn’t important at all, that it has very little
value.

I began the lecture and about fifteen minutes
into it a light went on in my head. The light said:
“Eugene, you are an idiot! These people have
nothing to time.” So I dropped the lecture I was
giving and, instead, taught five card tricks — and

Now, of course, there are exceptions! If, when you
perform your magic, you have consciously chosen,
as your character the persona of an American
television used car salesman, then I would say: “Go
for it!” Be the brashest, loudest, most insincere used
car salesman you can be or imagine. Go over the top
with it. And your audiences may love it — and you!

n the late 1980s I was scheduled to give
a talk at the Magic Castle in Hollywood.
I thought it might be worthwhile to give
a talk about timing. For all performers —
and especially for speaking performers
— timing is critically important. It can show
the audience the difference between a serious
magician and a dabbler in magic. Dabblers very
often have poor timing or virtually no timing at all.
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T

he brash magician who
is talking all the time,
sometimes
without
barely taking a breath,
is a perfectly valid
theatrical character to

play.

But, the question is: Do you want
to play it? When you perform your
magic, do you really want to be a
television used car salesman?

I

sometimes suspect that many
magicians have not consciously
chosen their character at all.
Instead, they have fallen into their
performing persona by watching
other magicians who have also
fallen in to this character. They seem to
have gotten this character by default: they
have watched other magicians and now,
instead of thinking, they just imitate what
they have seen and heard.

That is the question. The question you
need to take seriously and answer for
yourself.
So many magicians seem to be playing the same
character as other magicians. And so we hear the
same lines and jokes used by magicians whose
characters are indistinguishable from other
magicians who use those very same lines and
jokes.
A, meanwhile, magic is spiralling downward.
If I understand all this, then what do I do?

I

think that I begin writing down my presentations so that I can
eventually memorize them and begin the process of rehearsal.

Of course there are magicians who will tell you that having
memorized presentations is not necessary. They will
urge you to “be spontaneous.” I agree that some
magicians can “be spontaneous” and it works for
them. But I also believe that most magicians are deluding
themselves if they think that they can do it.
When I have magic students in Chicago who are going to Las
Vegas, I always tell them to see two Mac King shows on the
same day. If they do, their eyes will be opened and the veil will
be lifted. Mac King’s show is a complete script. He rarely varies
from the script. What you might have thought was Mac being
spontaneous, is Mac working with memorized presentations —
presentations that he knows “by heart.” And this gives him the
freedom to pause when a pause will enhance the effect.
Do you really want to be an excellent magician? Is that your
goal? If it is, first of all, understand that you can attain
this goal. It is possible. It is absolutely not a goal that is
beyond your reach. But reaching this goal of becoming
an excellent magician requires thinking about your
magic and working to make your thoughts a reality.
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One complete pack of all Jokers
Half a pack of indifferent cards
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You say that in a pack of cards all of them are different except for the two Jokers. Wouldn’t it be
surprising if you had both managed to locate a Joker? You turn over the two separate cards and
they are seen to be the two Jokers!
But then you turn over the remaining cards and both packets are now seen to consist of all Jokers!

PRESENTATION

S

SET-UP

M

ake up a pack with the
indifferent cards at the
bottom, beneath the
Jokers when the cards
are face down. Put the
other half-pack of Jokers
in your back pocket.

how the
cards to be
different by
spreading
only the
front half
of the card faces towards
the audience. Cut the cards
in the centre – bridging the
cards makes this simple.
Pass the Jokers half to the
spectator. You have the
indifferent cards. You each
put your packet behind your
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back. While the spectator
is mixing their cards, you
secretly switch your half
of the pack with the Jokers
hidden in your back pocket.
You each select a card and
put it face downwards on
the table, then place the
remainder of the cards
alongside in each case. You
turn the single cards over
– they are both Jokers. You
spread both of the packets –
they are all Jokers!

MEMBER PROFILE:

Ben Drew
Strongest magical influences?
Missmag822, Dynamo, Criss
Angel, Justin Flom and Disturb
Reality
What is your favourite magic
on TV?
Dynamo: Magician Impossible
Which magician would you
most like to be and why?
Justin Flom because all of
his family do magic and they
have tons of cool equipment,
including a stage

Age: 11

Favourite Magicians?
Criss Angel

Current Home: Bideford
Joined The Young
Magicians Club? 2014
Hobbies apart from Magic?
Art and Youtube
Favourite non-magic
book?
Diary of a Wimpy Kid series
by Jeff Kinney
Favourite magic book?
The Ultimate Book of Card
and Magic Tricks by Bob
Longe
Favourite Film? Maze
Runner. So far...

What Kind Of Magic Do
You Enjoy The Most?
Levitations because they
feel very visual.
What do you like most
about Secrets?
I like Secrets Magazine
because I can’t wait to find
the secrets of the tricks as
they make me just want to
hurry and perform then to
the world.
Favourite magic DVD?
Peter Nardy’s STC
Strongest non-magical
performing influences?
Dad
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If you had your own TV chat
show and could interview any
three people - real or fictitious,
dead or alive - who would
they be?
Dynamo, Batman and
Missmag822
Top tip for getting into magic?
Start by finding inspiration. Find
out what type of magician you
want to be, what kind of tricks
you want to perform? Then
search online, and in books,
for tutorials and secrets. Once
you’ve learnt lots of the basics
you might want to start buying
magic products like Clarity Box
by David Regal...
Some people I would like to
thank in magic for either their
help or encouragement?
My parents; my grandma (for
introducing me to magic).

NEVER-ENDING
THREAD
GAG:
Someone notices a loose
thread on your jacket
and begins to remove
it. To their horror they
learn that it’s a neverending thread which
shocks them into a fit of
laughter.

S E C R E T:
If wearing a dark jacket, then you’ll want to
use a light coloured thread and vice-versa.
Place the end of a spool of thread through
the eye of a needle. Pull about five inches
of the thread through the eye. From inside
your coat, use the needle to push the thread
through your jacket at the point that is
halfway between the collar and the shoulder
on either side of the jacket.
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by

Diamond Jim Tyler
Push the needle all the way through the material. Put away the needle
and leave the thread hanging from the back of your jacket. Drop the spool
of thread into the inside jacket pocket that corresponds with the side you
pushed the thread through. Carefully put on your jacket and run your
arm behind the thread when slipping it into the sleeve of your jacket. You
don’t want your arm between the thread and your pocket. The thread
inside your jacket should rest on the front part of your shoulder nearest
your chest.
Finish putting on your jacket. Pull the thread back into your jacket so
that only a two-inch piece emerges from your coat. Press it down flat
and you are ready for the fun. The nice person that offers to remove it
for you will be in for a big surprise. Don’t laugh but act aggravated once
they’ve started it. As they continue pulling the thread secretly retain a few
loose buttons in your hand and drop them on the floor as you exclaim,
“Wonderful!” Say something consoling like, “I think it’s your sole purpose
in life to serve as a warning for others!”
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TRICK
Symbol Success
by CHRIS WARDLE, M.I.M.C
The performer displays a set of five
ESP cards and asks a spectator to
let their mind go blank and to then
name a number between one and
five. They name two, for example, and
this number is counted along the fan
of cards, reaching the wavy lines card.
The performer explains that the
choice of symbol could indicate
something about the spectator. The
curved lines suggest creativity, not
thinking in boxes, independence and

by Chris Wardle
the ability to negotiate and solve problems. The performer then states that he
knew he would meet such a person and that the lines would be their choice, as
turning over all of the cards, it is seen that they each have a letter on their backs,
spelling ‘LINES’, so the outcome had indeed been predicted ahead of time!
I cannot believe that no-one has thought of this before, but I haven’t seen it in
print anywhere. It is very simple to perform but the skill and difficulty, as always
with this type of trick, is in the presentation, where the revelation of the choice has
to be smooth and direct and the patter about the meaning of the chosen symbol
has to be confident and sound plausible so as to fully engage your audience. It is
the showmanship that counts.
You need five cards from a standard ESP set: or just take five pieces of card and
draw, or print, the symbols using drawing tools and shapes on your computer. On
the back of the circle sign is an L, on the back of the wavy lines is an S, on the back
of the square is an I, on the back of the plus sign is an N and on the back of the
star is an E.
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Arrange the cards in a fan in this order:

You ask for a number between one and five, so actually only the numbers 2, 3 or 4
can be chosen. If they choose 2, then you count from the left of the spread and end
on the wavy lines card. If they choose 4, then you count from the right of the spread
and end on the wavy lines card. If they choose 3, then you talk about each symbol
representing a number. The circle is made up of one continuous line, so this stands
for 1. The plus sign is made up of two lines, so this stands for 2. The wavy lines is
made up of three waves, so this stands for 3. The square is composed of four lines,
so represents 4 and the star has five points and so stands for five. As the spectator
chose 3, then they have chosen the wavy lines card.
You remove this card from the spread and patter about what the symbol of three
lines represents; using the patter I have described above and matching it to what
you think will be both appropriate and flatter the spectator.

L I NE S

You now prove you knew ahead of time that they would choose the lines symbol, by
gradually turning over the cards, leaving the selected card until last, so that this then
spells the word LINES, with the wavy lines card displaying the final S!

By gathering up the cards the effect is instantly reset for your next table!
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CRAFTY
CRAWLER
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APPARATUS
A deck of cards
A matching shimmed card
This is a card that has been split
and a small sheet of shimmed steel
inserted. This card is also secretly
marked by having the tiny white
spot in the centre of the back design filled in with red ink. That’s if
it’s a Bicycle Deck of course.
A clockwork caterpillar
Also available from Jack Delvin
A small rare earth magnet
This is secretly in position adhering to the bottom of the caterpillar
about half an inch back from his
nose.

by

J ack Delvin, 		

MIMC
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REVIEWS
things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

6 Effects 2.0

by Mickael Chatelain
n Reviewed by Lewis Starnes

HHH
Advanced

Instructional DVD and gimmicks. £26.00 from your favourite dealer supplied by
Murphy’s Magic
Mickael Chatelain, the king of gaffs and
gimmicks, brings us ‘6 Effects, 2.0’ on DVD, a
new collection of six effects that have at their
heart, you guessed it, gaffs and gimmicks.
This is a follow up to the original ‘6 DVD’ and,
similarly, it comes with all the special little bits
(magnets, thread, modelling clay etc) that you’ll
need to construct your own gimmicks.
I think the concept and approach of these DVDs
is good. It gets you thinking about creating your
own props and gaffs, not relying solely on the
latest dealer items. ‘Hearts’ sees a spectator
select a card from a deck with one single Heart
drawn on the back of every card. Once selected
and signed on the face by the spectator, Mr Magi
adds a second Heart to the back of the selection;
he then proceeds to move this Heart from one
end of the card to the other, the spectator is left
with this ‘altered’ examinable card with their
signature. A simple and effective moving ink plot,
it’s a shame it requires a full deck of ‘hearted’
cards and can’t be performed with a regular deck.
‘Tic Tac’ is a visual removal of a single Tic Tac from
the box. The method is clever but will require some
prep and you’re not left with an examinable Tic Tac
box. ‘Vision’ takes the ‘shiner’ principle and cheekily hides the
gimmick within a Joker from the deck. The
gimmick can be extended/retracted at the performer’s will and, once used, the performer simply discards the
Jokers to clean up. A great idea and much more slimline than previous ‘shiner’ gimmicks I’ve seen housed in
blocks of cards.
‘Gravity’ is a suspension of a wooden pencil from one end of a card box. Had the pencil been suspended
from the wooden end and not the metal end a stronger effect would have been produced. ‘In The Box’ is a
playing card to matchbox effect. However, the magic centres around the unexpected appearance of a card in
the box which just seconds before was shown completely empty. The card cannot be signed but the magical
appearance of the chosen card is a still a strong moment. Finally, ‘Melt’ sees a card selected before it visually
shrinks, becoming an examinable miniature playing card. In this case, the effect created struggles to justify the
awkward handling and gaffery involved.
I think the ethos behind this DVD is great; encouraging you to construct your own props and taking you back
to earlier days of sticky tape, hidden magnets and glue. You may find something here you like or can adapt but
I do think the material is missing just one or two more complete, immediately workable ideas that involve less
compromise.
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Alan Shaxon - The Sophisticated Sorcerer
by Alan Shaxon with Scott Penrose and Steve Short
n Reviewed by Will Houstoun

HHH
Advanced

Hardbound book £35 plus P&P from www.alanshaxonbook.com
Alan Shaxon - The Sophisticated Sorcerer has been designed
to give the reader a complete understanding of Magic Circle
past-President, Alan Shaxon, and his magic. In my opinion, it
succeeds like no other magic book I have ever read. The book
proper commences with a biography, partly written by Alan
himself and then completed by Steve Short. Areas that are
touched upon include how Alan decided to turn professional,
why he always made himself available for ‘low profile’ events,
such as children’s parties, what the lifestyle of a cruise ship
performer was like and why he began to perform as a solo act
rather than working with Anne and how he eventually retired
from performing.
The middle section of the book then gives another
perspective on Alan and his magic through a series of
short pieces on his early mentors and influences: Ernest
Noakes, Edward Victor, The Great Levante, Raoul, Maurice
Fogel, Al Koran, John Booth and David Nixon. There is
then a longer section on Robert Harbin, reprinted from
the January 2008 issue of MAGIC Magazine. Further developing the
reader’s perspective of who Alan was and how his magic influenced others Alan
Shaxon - The Sophisticated Sorcerer also contains a selection of reminisces from his friends and
family. His wife and two daughters both talk about Alan as a person, as well as a magician and a host of magical
friends and colleagues share there recollections of Alan as a magician. Those who share their thoughts include
Marvyn Roy, Brian and Audrey Miller, Scott Penrose, Leslie Melville, Andrew Van Buren, Michael Bailey, Tony
Markey, Norm Nielson, Nicholas Einhorn and Kevin Doig,
The second half of the book is dedicated to Alan Shaxon’s magic. Before discussing the material that is
described in the trick section it is probably worth mentioning two items that fans of Alan might expect to be
included but which are not (and were not in the draft material Alan had worked on). They are Alan’s Thumb
Tie and The Human Gasometer, the effect in which Alan would light a gaslight using only his breath as a gas
supply. In the case of the Thumb Tie it seems likely it was not included because Alan used a standard method
(Ten Ichi’s, described in The Dai Vernon Book of Magic) and his contribution to the piece was largely in terms
of the timing and the patter whilst, in later years, the Human Gasometer was becoming harder even for Alan
to perform as the necessary items grew more scarce. Despite these omissions, however, the vast majority of
Alan’s well-known repertoire is explained, along with a selection of lesser-known pieces. Amongst the better
known routines that you will learn are the Aerial Fishing, Ultimate Nudist Deck, Confabulation and Hydrostatic
Glass. Amongst the less known items, at least to me, were Alan’s handling for the production of a rabbit, his
combination of the Torn and Restored Newspaper with Drink in the News and a few Harbin items that he
performed and lectured.
Alan Shaxon - The Sophisticated Sorcerer is a nicely produced and reasonable priced book. The layout and
writing are clear and the illustrations, with a combination of photographs and line drawings, are effective. More
importantly the book really gives you a feeling for Alan and his magic as you read it. By the time you have
finished you will know about his life, his influences, his magic and his interactions with those around him — it
is hard to think of a magician who would not benefit from reading this book.
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TRICK
EFFECT:
A folded slip of paper, containing a prediction, is first
shown and handed to a member of the audience.

COUNTDOWN
PREDICTION
by Ian Adair

M.I.M.C.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:

A deck of cards is fanned both back and front,
shuffled, then squared up and placed on a table
surface with faces downwards.
The performer states that the deck must now be
dealt, one card at a time, into four piles; but, being a
lengthy procedure, asks a spectator to cut the deck
lower than half way and remove two thirds. The
remainder of cards are now dealt by the spectator
,one at a time, until these result in four complete
rows. The top cards of each pile are reversed so they
are in full view.
The spectator is requested to add together the
values of the cards (27 in this instance – see photo).

Display the folded prediction slip and hand it to a
member of the audience. State that this experiment
involves numbers, and mention that playing cards do
have values and numbers,

When the prediction slip is opened by another
member of the audience and contents read aloud,
the actual number 27 is revealed.

With the backs of the cards facing the audience,
execute a simple false shuffle, back and forth, so not
to disarrange the four cards on the bottom.

Fan the deck so the faces of the cards are shown, but
make a point of not fanning the first six cards on front.
Reverse the deck and display the back designs. Say:
“Since Jokers have no real values or numbers, I am
going to eliminate them.” At this point the backs of
the cards are facing the audience and both Jokers are
removed and discarded. You are now left with the four
chosen cards on the bottom of the deck.

“For this experiment, I require the cards to be arranged
in four different piles and, because there are so many
cards, this procedure could be lengthy. So, (approaching
a spectator) would you kindly cut the deck, more than
half way down, possibly two thirds down.”

APPARATUS:
Any regular deck of cards
A slip of paper
A marker pen

The spectator does this and the top section of cards
are placed to one side. The performer explains to the
spectator: “Please take the bottom section of the cards
and deal out four cards from the top, then go back to
the beginning of the four, and continue to deal more
cards until they have all been used up.”

SET-UP:
Any four cards with value numbers
can be used in this effect, but it
might be sensible to explain
to the audience that the
Jack = 11, the Queen= 12
and the King= 13.

Finally, ask the spectator to reverse
each card on top of the piles.
Ask the spectator to add
together the values of the
four cards and reveal the
total to all.

Place the squared-up
deck face up onto a
table. Place the four
chosen cards on top,
also face up, and take
a note of the actual total
when added together
(27 in this instance). Using
a bold marker pen, write the
number (27) onto the slip of paper
and then fold it so the image is inside.
The two Jokers are placed face up on top of the
four previously mentioned, so they will be at the
front of the deck.
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No matter which four
cards are set at the
bottom of the deck,
these will always be
the same four which
will be finally end up on
top of the piles.
When the prediction slip is
opened and the contents read
aloud, your number will always be
correct.

WHO FIRED THE FIRST SHOT?

ive would:
Look at the scene as a detect The holes
The three men each fired a shot. ed dots
from their shots match the colour
ation, can
on their hats. From this informshot – Joe,
you work out who fired the first
John or Jim?

Solutions
AMOEBA SPLIT

Dennis Patten’s

August 2015

The beaker was half fu

ll after 39 minutes.

NUMBER MATRIX

Each number is the
sum of its neighbou
rs
immediately above,
to the left and to the
upper
left dioganal. Followi
ng this rule, the miss
ing
number is 63.

PRIZE COMPETITION

Send your answer;

WORDS

via email to
mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk
by 28th October.
First one out of the hat wins!

ON

How many different words can you
make from the letters
once?
O, N and W, using each one only
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W

A fire breathing dragon is just one of the great things you’ll find in the
current issue of Magicseen, the UK’s ONLY independent magic magazine.
Available in both printed copy and download versions from as little at £4

www.magicseen.co.uk

THE YMC
FACEBOOK
GROUP
ARE YOU THERE
YET?
Our YMC Facebook
group is becoming very
popular and increasing
numbers of you are
joining up. If you have
a Facebook account
(yes, I know you have
to be 14 or over) then
sign up and join in our
discussions.
Your fellow members
are there waiting for
you!

